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iClassics - A Special Christmas Gift for all Art and Mystery Lovers
Published on 12/10/15
iClassics Collection today introduces iClassics Showcase 1.0, the latest iOS app and a
special Christmas gift for all art and mystery lovers. Featuring two spine-tingling
stories by Edgar Allan Poe & Charles Dickens, the iClassics Showcase app features 30
minutes of interactive stories, available in four languages, contain more than 30
illustrations, 40 animations, and 36 interactive pages. Over 28 minutes of original
soundtrack produced by Miquel Tejada accompanies the whole reading experience.
Barcelona, Spain - This Christmas, iClassics Collection brings you a terrifying present iClassics Showcase, new book app, designed as a gift, and featuring two spine-tingling
stories by Edgar Allan Poe and Charles Dickens. Downloading iClassics Showcase will
provide the users the unique opportunity to try the amazing iClassics revolutionary tales
for free as part of the Christmas spirit - Ghost Christmas by Charles Dickens from
iDickens Collection, and The Facts in the Case of M. Valdemar by E.A. Poe from popular
iPoe 3 Collection.
The iClassics Showcase app features 30 minutes of interactive stories, available in four
languages (English, Spanish, French, and Portuguese). The presented stories contain more
than 30 illustrations, 40 animations, 36 interactive pages. iPoe was illustrated by David
G. Fores whereas iDickens was created by Cesar Samaniego, both directed by David. Over 28
minutes of original soundtrack produced by Miquel Tejada accompanies the whole reading
experience.
iClassics Collection is an interactive, illustrated, digital library that brings new
reading excitement, full commitment, eagerness to turn pages, and involvement with the
stories. We used the original authors' stories without adaptations combining the
high-quality art and cutting-edge technology in order to immerse different age and
interest groups into a unique reading experience. Thrilling illustrations accompanied by
the original soundtrack will place the reader in the appropriate tension for the stories.
What's more, the stories are available in four languages - English, Spanish, French, and
Portuguese. iClassics book apps are designed exclusively for iOS devices (iPad and
iPhone).
The iClassics Collection apps take you on a rich, interactive journey through tales that
will keep you captivated and engaged. Each app in the iClassics Collection provides a
different set of stories:
1. The original iPoe app brings you "The Oval Portrait," "The Tell-Tale Heart," "Annabel
Lee," and "The Masque of the Red Death"
2. The second in the group, iPoe 2 gives you "The Black Cat," "The Raven," and "Hop Frog"
3. Finally, iPoe 3 has "The Cask of Amontillado," "Alone," "The Facts in the Case of M.
Valdemar," and "El Dorado"
4. The iDickens:Ghost Stories app brings you "Christmas Ghosts," "A Madman's Manuscript,"
and "The Ivy Green"
5. The iLovecraft Collection app lets you enjoy "Dagon," "The Hound," and "The Window"
This collection of apps brings a fantastic, interactive experience to superb literature.
The attractive graphics, amazing animations, beautiful music, and easy-to-read text will
take you on an unforgettable journey through the classics.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* Requires iOS 8.0 or later
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* 319 MB
Pricing and Availability:
iClassics Showcase 1.0 is Free and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store
in the Books category. Each app in the iClassics Collection is designed for iPhone and
iPad and available for just $2.99 (USD). Immerse yourself into a unique reading
experience, and Have a Horrific Christmas!
iClassics Productions:
http://www.iclassicscollection.com
iClassics Showcase 1.0:
http://iclassicscollection.com/3626/iclassics-collection-presents-iclassics-showcase-the-latestfree-app-and-a-special-christmas-gift-for-all-art-mystery-lovers/
Download from iTunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/iclassics-showcase-interactive/id1059433390
Screenshot:
http://imageshack.com/a/img903/8356/CCZRj1.jpg
App Icon:
http://a5.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple69/v4/55/ee/d9/55eed926-adbc-fc1fbf7e-37fd97ea8ba9/icon175x175.jpeg

iClassics Productions, S.L was founded in 2015 by the experienced management team of Play
Creatividad. iClassics Productions, S.L is formed by creative and talented individuals,
who apply their skills and drive to create uplifting book apps using the masterpieces of
universal literature. iClassics collection brings classical literature alive and is though
for the new generations through entertainment and the use of cutting edge technologies. We
have reinvented the 'reading' concept by transforming it into a unique immersive
experience where the user engages, interacts, and feels part of the stories. Not only do
we make book apps, but we've become a reference for interactive literature. All Material
and Software (C) 2015 iClassics Productions, S.L / All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple
logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or
other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of their
respective owners.
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